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CS-850 
“  lightweight and adaptable 
drill pipe handler that offers 
safe hands free handling  “



> Gripper Claw clamps pipe for quick and safe 
transition to the top head spindle

> Outriggers allow for lateral adjustments of the pipe 
handler and leveling capabilities in uneven ground.

> Trailer mounted design is easy to transport 
into tight spaces. Stowed outriggers are same 
width of trailer*. Can be set up and placed into 
full operation in a matter of minutes.

> Kick up cylinder assists tilting top head when 
discharging pipe 

The A.Landry Fabrication CS-850 Pipe Handler
The A.Landry Fabrication [CS-850] is a lightweight and adaptable drill pipe handler that offers safe hands 
free handling of drill pipes, collars and well casing for your drill rigs equipped with tilting top head drives. 

This mechanised system carries drill pipes on the same trailer as the pipe handler to any drilling sites and 
integrates itself with the drilling rig used in energy, mineral exploration, geothermal and directional drill-
ing applications.

The pipe tray is powered hydraulically and safely loads the pipes horizontally remotely with a controller 
allowing the operator a clear line of sight of his operation while keeping a safe distance. Drill pipe is then 
moved into the loading position from the tray using a hydraulic clamp aligned with the tilting top head of 
the rig. Outriggers on the trailer also allow lateral adjustment and leveling capabilities when setting up. 

Handling Capacity
- Maximum tubular length: 47ft (14.33m) Range III
- Maximum gripper size: 8.5in (215.9mm)
- Gripper slide travel: 5’9” (1.75m)

Weight and Dimensions
- Max width: 10’5” (3.17m) with outriggers deployed
- Maximum height: 8’6” (2.59m) from trailer bed
- Weight of pipe handler:  13 900lbs (6305kg)

Features
> Hands free operation 
> With a remote Controller
> Range III casing up to 47ft (14.33m long)
> Tubular grip range up to 8.5in (215.9mm) 
diameter
> Variable pipe racking configurations to fit 
different diameter pipes and casing. 
> Installs on a Flatbed trailer

> Transport drill pipes or casings directly with trailer 
when mobilizing to new drill site
> Pipe tray hydraulically raises and lowers to load or 
discharge drill pipe from specific pipe rack level.
> Configurable pipe rack area width: 90” with adjust-
able height from 3.5” to 8.5” 

* Trailer design based on Manac flatbed trailer


